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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Story Idea #12”

It's got to be a Monty Python sketch, really
there has got to be a secret rack of film reels
discovered in a London warehouse for this idea
I had to be produced from anywhere today.

You see, it has to do with
the Pentagon and White House,
they come to blows, actually inexpensive hobby-
drone attacks on each other, shoot at supply trucks
serving each other's neighborhood hobby supply
stores
back and forth across Potomac River.

The empire's busted broke you see, it's all low-
budget by then
and the bridges are out.

So there's more to this idea...

It's a Comedy-Massage Show!!!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
THERE
             SHOULD
                             BE
                                  SOMETHING
                                                         ELSE
                                                                  HERE.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Breaking Impeachment News”

From Capital Hill Rotunda Basin... !!!
Today, old USS. PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY,

Under withering fire from the
hardened yet explosive
US. Imperial Bureaucrats,

Who have now hunkered down,
fortified in friendly Congressional Artillery Bunker
with sign on it “US. Imperial Moral Authority”,
hunkered together with their good old friends
the US. Imperial Democratic Party Establishment,
fancy gold plated rusty muskets clanking.

(The two embattled allies, Imperial Bureaucrats
 and Establishment Dems, discovered once again
 they are hale and worthy good friends after all,

(So they are all together shooting big bombs
 of reeking Imperial War Propaganda,
 munching Imperial Emergency Survival crackers,
 sloshed down with the stale wine of US. Dollars,

- And so finally this afternoon...

The old USS. PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY,
wallowing heavily in unfavorable winds
with her big ballast of criminal crime incompetence,
and her dilapidated gold baize sails,

This afternoon old USS. Presidential Authority
churning up lots of stinky mud,
listed heavily in the shallow water
of Rotunda Basin,
and sunk.

Huge mass of Socialists on the left bank cheered.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Send Message”

…...Is the “Vapes Shops” Project

REALLY A TAROT DECK ????

            YOU DECIDE !!!

  “likely candidate to be one” says expert.
 Same Author Done 3 Other Tarots!!!
    and all them form a pattern already!!
     vapes project found 33 documents!

You Decide!... www.stoneriley.com/zallcomics
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send message...        -( What does this teach us? )-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“What Best Goes Here?”

What should go on the back of the Piercing Poems
#1 Sheet ??

Something extractive?  No, balance can't be right.
Something more piercing?  No, that's on the front.
Something taking an exit from front page?  Yes.
And second column ending leads to next sheet.

Please take that logical design as small example.
Now please examine Dr. Campbell's chapters on the
Walking Twins who cross the desert to Father Sun's
evening dwelling, with the Father's other wife there,
and please note same patterns.

One thing leads to another,
one footfall to the next,
one scene of life to one succeeding.

Mind, human mind, it's MIND of course, all of it,
it all is,

Got a trillion trillion ways to count what it sees,
you got your rabbits to count, the twelfth hill at left
down around the river bend, you got to count that in 
a Natural Way Of Life, so many things to count,
the 83 paces-in-the-dark to the tree where
you can watch for the fire to burn low
and you can whistle seven notes low,

We must be evolved in Nature to count that.
And count exactly the delicate spots
on a hushed silent lover.

And all those ways to play at counting things
appear constantly in all of human life.

Oh this has gone to gibberish of course,
but I can see it clearly.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Death In This World
  Is A Pushing Thru To Elsewhere”

I have heartily trashed Life After Death
in another paper.  That's all bunk.
There simply ISN'T ANY DEATH.

A significant difference
in your sanity here.

Ask a Hindu or Buddhist, or
Look up SETHIAN PHILOSOPHY
if interested.                             ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“What's A Titan?”

Titan's not a professional football team,
not in the usage of the word I mean.  No,
It's an ancient mythology theology word !!

You know any gods?  Probably.
From own real or imagined experience,
most Human beings are quite familiar with
at least one God, often intimately familiar.

But, you know Titans are bigger.
Like    Mother Nature's  mother,   really,
is         Mother Reality.
So it's like Nature is a Goddess
and Reality's a Titan.

And, according to my opinion how this works,
all this vivid mythic theology is firmly coded
in the fabulous human instinct for story-telling.

Then ask really... What Titan rules them all?

But mind, our reality is a Real Science story,
logical if you think carefully.
Reality's story is not a JRR. Tolkien epic novel
of epic horror and heroism, no.
For JRR's very soul was wounded in WW1.

So then, piercing this with logic,  what Titan would 
be source and sauce of absolutely everything else?

A logical answer is... IMMORTAL CREATIVITY.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“The Piercing Of A String”

The piercing of a string thru woven wool,
to make small gunny sack one thinks,
the woolen seams and braided draw strings,
my big stiff sturdy sacking needle
holding it together.

To carry full of gift of carded wool,
with nested in it sweet spring plums
and hank of spun thistle silk dyed acorn
midnight blue, and three kind sweet blossoms
on the top, and doe skin pouch of sharp flint blades
I made to take me twelfth hill down
beyond the river bend.

Finally courting her for real.
My big sacking needle tomorrow tonight perhaps
to stitch a different woolen sack has such
fantastically delicious things in it.

I'll stitch some fancy here along the fluffy top,
here where it opens.               ~~~~~~~~~~~
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“Freedom Of A Human Soul”

This is how a Buddhist might put it, I think...

The freedom of a human soul is beyond measuring, 
any measuring that we can do;
the freedom of a human soul is far past any gods 
that we can know, altho of course
we often choose not knowing this, or find some 
other way to say the same thing.

Comic book and science fiction metaphors are
very good if well researched.

Look, do this...
Go get Oprah Winfrey's list of favorite philosophers
and pick at least 3 or 4.  The books are almost, 
almost always thin little pithy pithy things
with mental texture like oat-bran-raisin muffins full 
of honey or strawberry jam, you can read 3 or 4.  
Figure out at least one.

This is for example, and now
you're really set for knocking on doorbells of young
married women in America,
this is a good example.  Seeking respectful chat on
national policy and one of them ladies
slams you hard with a religious challenge.

In advance, actually figure out what most any of 
Oprah's philosophers are saying and say that and 
mean it.  No problem now, mate.

But have sci-fi and comic book metaphors for it, for 
the reality of the unlimited freedom of a human soul,
have some of them too, and also sports, and all 
rehearsed to trot out in answer to challenges of...

your status as a thinking person.

This is America in 2019.  The greatness of music,
the power of dance, the spiritual side of martial arts,
trot that out.
That's all good character references for you.

We gave you that.  You know us.
We broke thru to that ground of struggle in this
country, ground cemented in religious liberty,
we American Pagans.  That's us.

American Pagan Movement, you've heard of us.  
Needn't recite credentials, anarchist freedom 
struggle working class, since 1969 taking radical 
Mystical Sanity lessons from great anti-Nazi 
intellectual Doctor Karl Jung.  And deepest Green
of all the greenest Greens.

We took the heat, we took some serious heat 1970's 
and 80s, while we opened this ground of struggle, 
cemented on religious liberty, for you to go about 
your Leftist activist day-to-day.

Masquerading as harmless minority religion, we've 
been indigestion in the belly of the beast and yet a 
thought-worm in its brain too.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Free poetry project on Climate Grief, more and 
more a pervasive element of worldwide public mood
which must be better understood by activists...  
www.stoneriley.com/zzzzz
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"Public Notice #18"

Ladies and Gentlemen,
My back garden is a tiny front porch for the woods
beside the human road.  Do you understand?

Look,
I have made a religious garden here, as most
any old man should, even put in
a tiny pilgrimage route takes you five minutes
if don't stop for meditation,

arriving at an image of Mother Reality as
Mother Nature's Mother, which was on the
property when we moved in but She now stands
in a thorn nest of wild roses
beside two pet cat graves.

Don't consider visiting.
Altho the Shrine and Pilgrimage are ready
for the public, but of course
we've closed the whole place.

I being an old soldier, lately set up here
a Talking Link between the forest
spirits and mine.
Visions and so forth.
Headquarted my back porch.

On World-End-Emergency footing of course,
and we need an undisturbed location
as much as possible.

Thank you.
Subscribe to the newsletter for results.
Saw some baby birds out flying hunting
bugs! cold morning.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“Astrological Apologia”

Jung is as good as Marx.  What the fik, you
haven't read Jung??   You idiot.  Why the fik
did you attack ASTROLOGY?

You idiot.  You were discussing some fing sht,
why was I reading it?  I don't know.
Trump something.

You wrote a list of something.
List of Stupid Capitalist Sht no human person
believes, for some uncertain purpose.
Oh this was it!...

Some NYC old senile intellectual has published
a scholarly support of Trump in some way, or
something equally irrelevant to everything,
and you therefore tremblingly lust for some
Paleo-Modernist Intelectualist cred, in order
to critique the old Yale child molester's poem
in the Atlantic,
which you don't even deserve, somehow,

and to do that, you attack ASTROLOGY???

WHY??
Go get your foot bandaged up, you fing idiot.

You stupid idiot.
American Pagan Movement is so far Left you can't
see our dust cloud up the road since before you
were born.  Jungian as long as you've been alive.
Deep Green Real Religious Freedom.  Anarchist,
as if you hadn't noticed.
Get your binoculars adjusted.

Is Astrology Capitalist?
It mysteriously appears in your thus-Logically-
Corrupted List of Trump-Stupid Things.
Is Astrology your enemy in any way at all,
dear Paleo-Modernist Nincompoop?

Dear Paleo-Modernist Nincompoop,
does denouncing astrology make you feel up to
date?  Are you a professor at a Catholic college?
You're attacking the Pagans, by the way.
You're calling us stupid.  You idiot.
Fratricide.  WHY??

Whatever logic constraints you are operating in,
please adjust parameters.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Osiris Rows Into The Water”
He must take to the oars at first,
he decided now,
because must test himself,
must find how soon that Fabled Ethereal Tide
would force him to rig the
linen gull's wing sail
that would stand head high and
let himself    lie back for a rest.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Hygiene Error #12 - Apologia Sativa”
It's not a crime,
but just now, an hour ago, I found myself in
the shower,    no water coming down but hand
on the handle, before I brushed my teeth.

This was immediately after
taking my noon micro-dose of medical cannabis,
see.  And in a false urge toward time efficiency,
probably or perhaps a mistake,
I went ahead and showered first, brushed after.
Not life altering either probably but

SCIENCE EXPERIMENT!

Just like inside circulating water pipe,
just like!  Surprise!  Breathing my own breath,
but unpremeditated 80% dissolved in water!
Ingested thru the skin like reptiles do!

Suspected sighting: Ayahuasca borderland.
I like a hot shower.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Love Lasts Thru All”
There's a metaphysician I'm interested in,
Jane Roberts, deceased.

Hero Jane and advisor, disembodied chap named
Seth, caught my bookstore dollar long ago but busy
war stuff then.
Read Jane R later with Dr Campbell singing Jung
in other ear.  Don't need metaphysics?  I do or else
the world's devoid of form.  A metaphor of course.

In fact, this is a metaphysics scholar's poem and
I agree with Seth and say...   Love lasts thru all.

Yes, scholar.  Of Ancient Greeks.  Written extensive 
historic fiction on home and hearth fire ways when  
all the conquering heroes and their gods sailed away.

Demeter and kin, ecstatic dance, I've studied that.
And I say that said...   Love lasts thru all.
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"Dr. Bt's Philosophical Objects"

My complete apology in deep respect
goes out this morning to
Dr. Jane Bt.

This is related to my understanding of her
basic and nowadays priceless work on

New Philosophical Objects.
That phrase is mine, about what I've heard so far.

Not a difference of opinion in any way.
And obviously not an apology for my very high
opinion of the very gratifying work!
So good to see this done at last!

Having heard Dr. Bt summarized recently

In a summary essay written as required for
an Uber-Concentrate Serious-Philosophy class
for Busy-Professionals in Other-Fields.

A summary composed,
and then that afternoon read aloud,
by one of my busy Philosophical Daughters.

A very warm bright family experience
day before yesterday,
and this:  Hearing Dr. Bt's findings there

Resembled a feeling of mine with Darwin.

Just occasionally, always personal research,
I've had some good purpose-driven reason,
to go research visit Dr. Dn's solid brick house,
And that has been heralded by a little feeling,
like there is a key.

Much like also emanated to me
with the voice,
emanated across the dinner table,
of my philosophical daughter,
discussing...

Dr. Bt's Philosophical Objects.

And then this morning on the web
I'm playing videos of Dr. Bt stand-up teaching.
... Well.

May I explain?  I apologize.  It's a technical
objection.  It's poetic style.
It's about Robert Frost,
the Cold War poet.

But may I also apologize for my
description so far of her work?
“New Philosophical Objects”?

If that's not a correct phrase, my apology again.
That's actually saying what it seems to me
she's apparently doing.
I would say this...

An “ideology” is a semi-real space in which
ideas form.
That's what an ideology is.

And human beings,
thru some process of one's mind,
can put your “Self”,
a poorly defined doll-thing of pain and wishes,

Ability somehow to put your Self,
inside of such idea-spawning space as well.
Not to say I've any clear idea what this means.

And this idea-birthing space
is all arranged somehow inside what we think
is “Human Imagination” in our completely
nearsighted and limited, inadequate-scope
Naive-Human term

For what Real Limitless Mind is.

And No One is keeping score.  Because there
it's all just  -Too Beautiful-  to keep score.

Am I making any sense at all to you?
I beg your pardon.  My apologies.

But then in times like these,
everything is in the very process
of being rearranged,

And all the Philosophical Objects
point to different things, point to
different Interesting Objects here and there in
the fabulous Human instinct for story-telling.

Well, after re-reading this note several times
I don't see anything else it needs to add,
except wish that all of you
HAVE A GOOD DAY!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ps... Ttenneb enaj. rd: rewsna, elddir a staht.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Our Oddity Of Race”

My personal experiences and observations as
a racialized American are these...
In American popular culture,
the Vaudeville and Globe Theatre of our time,
 “White Southerner” is obviously a familiar
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Shakespeare character,
as any thoughtful person might agree.
Per a literary review I finally wrote when 40,
this character should properly be ranked
among the most Ridiculous Persons
in Shakespeare's Greatest Tragedies,
for hearty comedy relief.
And “White Southerner” is quite logically
among the most ridiculous persons,
For a less ridiculous person could not work,
As the stress releasing foil for Capitalism when
Capitalism shows the audience his grinning face.
And this follows also from the self-evident fact
that “Race” is a tragic joke between them,
between the theatre investors and directors.
And of course,
me being cast to portray one of these characters,
likely to be snuffed out in a surprise battle scene,
or pulverized to death in an early woolen mill,
so all of this was kept a secret from me.
That is my personal racialized experience and 
observation totaled up and summarized.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“This Time Of Destiny”

I am a Darwinist.  Darwin's final paragraph of his 
first great book has come true, and in my lifetime I 
have seen it coming true.

That paragraph predicted that as we gathered data to
check Darwin's theory of life's natural evolution, our
knowledge of ourselves would grow much more 
complete and true.  It has done so.  That means, as 
Darwin knew it means, that we are all together 
proven to be children of Earth.  I have watched our 
culture gaining wisdom in response.

And I am a Jungian.  Indeed, the Pagan movement 
in our country is precisely the journey Doctor Jung 
prescribed:  We inmates of the prison of the Modern 
World can escape through the doorways of our souls
out to universal realms, bringing consciousness with
us, and return here conscious of sacred freedom and 
power in our hands.

That has been our Pagan movement's constant tactic 
and strategy, which I can testify from being present 
ever since its birth.  And now we see this new faith 
in the human soul's deep freedom accepted as a 
piece of common knowledge in our country, 
spreading widely, giving hope.

And I am a web technician.  I've made a living as a 
software engineer since before that job title existed, 
then later made one of the first artist websites on the
web.  So I can feel a spark of pride when saying the 
idealistic hopes we felt back then have been 
fulfilled.  Indeed, nowadays that handiwork opens 
many windows that were shuttered tight.

But do I dare to tell the most vivid current case I 
know of the web usefully opening secrets?  It is a 
case of horror.  It is a YouTube video of real horror, 
and an undeniable proof against a brutal ancient 
tyranny:

The video is from a hand held cell phone camera 
inside an automobile somewhere, streaming up to 
some small corner of the web, there recorded for 
immediate worldwide distribution.  It is some day 
last month.  The scene inside this car is shady, for 
there appears to be a shady tree outside the window, 
and the unseen hand that holds the cell phone is 
remarkably steady while the picture slowly scans.

Then we understand the person with the camera is 
the driver, because we see the person in the 
passenger seat who is slumped toward us, leaning on
the driver, and this person's eyes and face are 
definitely asleep – or maybe dead – and now the 
camera pans down enough we see a huge pool of 
blood covering the person's shirt front.

If you are American, you have by now decoded the 
passenger's facial composition, so you've seen this 
here is one of our underclass, legally semi-human 
and anciently enslaved but now fodder for our 
prison industries, but now deceased.

You've noticed that if you are American, so now the 
camera slowly comes up and shows a fist with a 
pistol in the window, trembling with fear and/or 
fury, pistol pointed right at you with its finger on the
trigger –  although really pointed at the unseen 
driver in your place – so of course you strain to see 
the gunman out there and with no surprise you see a 
policeman's hat out there.

And all of that is true and none of it is new except 
the fact that now you and many thousands more 
have seen it, and nowadays you've likely felt the 
freedom of your soul to challenge lies, and 
nowadays you've likely heard of proofs that we are 
all together here Earth's children.

So now let's build the Good New Age.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“First Degree”

I took initiation First Degree Wiccan Witch,
few years after I first came upon the movement
on the magazine rack in a Hippie store,
general goods in a cheap-rent Boston suburb, 
neighborhood on the bumpy Orange tram line.

Near the store, up the block, poor Girlfriend & I
sublet a room with a strange Communist couple
with a shoestring band.

That's where I came upon new free-soul Witchcraft
wonderfully smiling on the full-color cover
of Green Egg magazine,
and in those pages found a liberation proposed.

Us two in that Hippie general store that day
for Girlfriend's springtime shoes, for a beautiful
Boston Harbor picnic, me feeling shadow-heroic
for her sake, a soul-restoring escape from
poor city life to birds and sun and air.

I think it was next quarterly Green Egg issue
decided me, autumn issue, summer's end,
Halloween, All Spirits Eve.
I remember grabbing it and reading and nodding.

Seemed to confirm my first
massively gargantuanly favorable impression,
a few months before, of this new Pagan thing.

This was a good idea.  Where did it come from?
From inmost sighs of enthusiastic human hearts.
Thinking all I'd strained to learn of human hearts,
this surely could do useful work for them.

This whole new concept was deep with knowledge,
knowledge of human nature I had struggled toward.
And if pursued with courage toward its stated ends,
it smells, looks, swaggers and brags just like,

An American subversive revolutionary justice
escape attempt with startling chance of success
by digging out previously unknown tunnel.

For this thing seemed brilliant,
seemed a brilliant hobo bag of brilliant dodges,
answering, if pursued with courage,

Answering hopefully a hard Hard Problem...
Us being humans living in America's Dead Soul.
Just before, I had struggled years
nursing robbed and orphaned human souls
thru years as wartime army medic.

So after that, next few years,
I'm shopping for next mind-exploding
educational experience, after my initial
mind-exploding  Tarot Instructor  certificate.

And what seemed next in order of difficulty
had to be a mind-exploding Initatrix somewhere !!

And then...
Single man sad, saw an ad, don't remember where,
called, arrived unpretentious city-edge house.

There interviewed, cooked food, hammered nails,
slept downstairs, cuddle cuddle H. upstairs some,
Chants and prayers, incense and candles,
Weeks of discussion and rehearsal.

Then Surprise! Motel beyond the edge of town.

Yes,
It was a small inexpensive motel room,
windows blanketed because police.
And all the furniture of the small day-rent room
after dark entered silently from three cars!

One of which person's blindfolded!
Person roughly shoved about for considerable time
in adjacent woods!

Piled up against the walls!
Furniture's piled against the walls!
Impinging all around the cheap rug.

But all of that, all completely hidden from me.
Dim shadow realm to my wide-open cloaked eyes,
beyond the realm of touch.  Until finally, finally,

The extravagant black silk scarf blindfold comes off,
whisked off, and there the incredible-carnage
motel room and we grin and set to repairs.

As final act at the very end of ceremony,
when all of us had returned there from distant parts,
and all prayers said, all candle flames pinched,
Me unmasked and welcomed to purported family.

Furniture was piled up...
To make a tiny space of floor and rug to,
 with our rehearsed stern determined efforts
    carefully adapted out of
    Paperback Wicca pattern books,
    available to everyone by mail,
    or if conveniently located near you,
    small specialty stores.

That newly opened space become...

Somehow an expansive Magic Forest glade,
well stocked with wonders,
and sufficient to The task that we were
Setting Off Into The Magic Mythic Woods upon...

To make a Witch!  A proper Witch!!

With my Initiatrix properly a bit insane
but okay and the best available.
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A small motel room in a small motel,
by a small road in a small town,
just outside the city limits of a small city,
in New Hampshire,

One of the numerous small cities
of New England USA,
After the Viet Nam War slightly,
as was definitely the very early 1980's,
USA.

And to this day I proudly claim I am a Witch
made in that glade that late evening,
and in visions revisit there from time to time,
Proper Witch,
besides Elder, Druid, poet, painter other stuff.

But turned Pagan now in old age entirely.
That is, grown way more Anarchist
than Wiccans averaged back then in that day.

Anarchist enough tho, we were then.
To wit:

Besides being a poor mere newly hatched
just First Degree Priest,
According to well regarded Wicca pattern books,
I had also there in the mythic glade
become something else.

One more click
on my slightly-mad Iniatrix's slow-moving
Lady's-Done-Initiations Counting Clicker!

Another sprinkled head and kissed lips,
kissed breast, four elemental points,
and Great Queen's star
drawn in flame on the clear body,

And psychic mind VASTLY enlarged from before.
Jung's Shamanic Break done !!
In minutes both opened and grown shut
in a woven reality of symbols.

I was become purported family and a click
she could openly claim among all our colleagues.

This Strong Mad Woman hoping to attain someday,
per the most accepted Wicca pattern books,
attain the public right to claim
3rd Degree High Priestess rank.

Were we a market, a confidence market?

No, it was consensus process
in a movement utterly dispersed
across a continent,
across a wide thickly patrolled landscape.

Her maybe, effectively as if by popular acclaim,
if  her counter rose way up to high
publicly accepted standard,

She to thereby advance from current mere
slightly-demented 2nd Degree High Priestess,

To slightly-demented 3rd Degree High Priestess.

Universal scourge of political ambition solved!
Paranoid Grandiloquence,
or whatever problem was,
Anarchistically contained !!

And also,
You understand,

All of our Wicca Rules of Order,
Commonly accepted for what-to-do-now,
Or the rules most-accepted at the time,

These rules were kept by us like this...

We preached to each other that
Our Mutual Peace
Was Duty of
Our sworn and sacred Priesthood.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Money Is Bad Magic”

And I'm speaking as a
professional Occult Magician, of
the type that calls Jane Roberts Hero, a
retired professional Software Engineer, and
full-time Amateur Historian.

I've got credentials as long as your arm
in exactly this field.
You understand, I am citing my expertise
to say this:

Money Is Bad Magic.
Just look at what Jung said!!! ….

You understand of course I certainly don't
keep any written record of
Occult studies, of course.

But I remember Karl Jung saying this distinctly
somewhere:
“Money is among the Evil Gods.”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Hello Mr. Dollar How Are You?”

What, Physical Human?  Shut up.  No hear you.
Me realer reality, me arithmetic and robbery,
You consumer package meat.
Me greed with least conscience wins.  I win.
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“What's A Shamanic Break?”

I have much more often failed in trying to give
a communicative and accurate account of this,
than I have ever succeeded, much more.
   !!! But on the other hand...
   You know exactly what I mean.  See?

I guess that's why we call the occult
The Occult, you see.
Occult is a very ancient Wild Siberian word for
“Profoundly Shadowed With Unknowing”.

Tall tale, good visualization, productive metaphor.
Just Latin for Hidden, but try it on for a moment!
Some throbbingly urgent Mental Health beacon
is “profoundly shadowed with unknowing”?

I'm saying Shamanic Break is a dark
island in a marsh in falling light
thru thick woods scarcely glimpsed.  Birds call.

You, your Self,
Your doll-thing made of pain and wishes,
does not wish
to step down to the boat tied at your feet,
and take the pole that's right there ready
for you to take, and push off.

Your Doll-Thing does not want to go there,
to Shamanic Break.

Your Self knows nothing of this water,
of these woods, such fear-consuming calls
of birds like vampires on its fear.
Your Self perceives its coming burial death,
Does not foresee its better resurrection.

In a reality woven of symbols familiar,
symbols known deep in mind and bone and flesh,
You will be broken open at the chest,
Organs taken wide by birds.

Then with another chant, puff of smoke,
gesture of the human hand,
Now all mystic land between is you and yours.

For some, maybe due to your own nature,
Often when your sacred priesthood from
this often-hard process,
Is so hammered and starved and beaten
by circumstances of your life,

Like Sitting Bull, probably like Jesus Christ,
Shamanic Break may come to plague you
more than once between one birth and death.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Trickster Art Performance”

The solo performer is very good,
And the piece here undertaken is a favorite
at the place where it is being performed.
It's a world-famous museum afternoon.

The performer is an old software engineer
   With astonishing good luck to live
     just a pleasant drive from this place.
He comes in once a week

And they pay him official Free Entry tickets,
him to hand out to anyone,
   which serve well enough
      as local money
      if you have grandchildren or
      or if you work with kids.

This Beautiful Costume {Sweet Js!} to wear
   And lean on the old counter boards of this
        wooden general store,
             actual boards polished by
                many elbows of
              actual general store,
And hold forth on whatever the Fing Fik
Performer wishes!!

Being trusted well enough
for loose supervision
by museum management by now.

This is local art got famous.

There is truly great tradition of story-telling
in New England, in case you haven't heard,
which you're just aware of if you live here,
several branches, or streams, of it.

Like Epic and Rustic for example,
    Performer being a champion in the Epic
New England story-telling whereas
    this 15-minute performance
obviously is in the Museum Style.

Another great one being, of course, Lyceum work,
not demeaning story-telling petty lecturers
and traveling salespersons of course.
I'm leaving out barbers, hair dressers, and dentists.

And if you want to get into inky paper
there is the huge mass of
literary society poetry and essay annuals here.
And the leather bound lodge proceedings.

But I diverge.
Hello to younger people !!         {- con't next page -}
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Performer subtly leans forward above
this retail theater counter

Toward the 7 or 8
colorfully well-dressed happily good-natured
various-age people
from a perfectly nice or dreadful country,
1 baby, 3 cameras showing,
Whom performer finds in immediate view,

Focusing intense attention on peripheral vision
   too, noticing places from which people turn.

    So with gesture repeats......
Hello Younger People !!
     Takes in a barrel-full of air,
      leans back to now have space
      for gesturing freely
      and continues...

Hello elderly people too !
And in between, and everyone!
Even if you lose the last tooth in your head!

For I know this...
All of us,
Me certainly and I'm sure you probably as well,
find moments in life

when We Wish We Had Cleaned Our Mouth Better,
and had a fresher taste.

May I leave the rest to your imagination?
Don't end happily, it turns out.

Performer spots 8 Year Old Child mark
   And sells!  Sells!  So charming, sells...
   Bicarbonate Lavender Tooth Powder
   in the nice simplicity of its tiny tin box.

Opens to admit your dampened tooth brush,
        generous public-service sales person,
        just in case you don't go out in gentility much,
        accurate little full lecture
        1830's genteel mouth cleaning,
   and shuts nicely excluding moisture,
   attractively priced half-cent each.

But then retail sorrow!  Don't got 1830's half-cent!

Oh there's various educational ways to
choose exactly the right child,
or assuage economic pain with discovery joy,
so on so on and etc.

But sometimes happy child gets
lemon ginger Slave-Grown Sugar stick instead,

for Slavery Sugar Industry will be
a different lesson on a different afternoon,
today it's Retail.

Sugar this day presented grocery-authentically,
with surprising flourish and a smile.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Sleight Of Hand”

Pre-Modern Human life inside Earth's life,
compare to Modern, catastrophically different.
Operator of huge equipment stripping mountain
down for coal, granddad helped build Stonehenge.

Human nature in large ways stays thru all of that,
so how can these cases differ so enormously?

I am promoting Sethian Philosophy for this also.
It's a trick of hand and vision with symbols.
Here's a Sethian metaphor...

Our fabulous Human Story Instinct for hearing, 
understanding, and telling stories is this... An 
undraped psychic window on a large Universe.

A window made of glass hexagon tiles, let's say,
each tile with, let's say, a taste, color, and sound.
Arranged in species, by Evolution thru fabulous
Creativity which is Ruling Titan in our Universe.
Planetary Multitude of species windows even on
Earth alone.           Okay so far?

Still metaphorically...   You & Me we have a tile,
one of many Human Story particles, it's sound is
'jack and jill went up the hill for water...'

Staring thru that pane your consciousness beholds...
Jack & Jill fly Passion's wings to first mutual Joy
of total languorous satiation, their Eve's Apple,
their true Love's first incident of true Maturing,
As the nursery rhyme tells in deeply vivid symbols.

And so there's something like a 'symbolic layer' in
this reality, between the glass lenses in our minds
and what's called 'physical reality' whatever that is.

And it is the bright light of Consciousness
that perceives and shapes the Symbolic Layer.

Well, in the Seth idea we have exited metaphor.
Consciousness, ours among all beings', does shape
our reality's Symbolic Layer and it's for us to 
perceive a large universe beyond.

As you've noticed, in Seth Logic there is no hope
of Any Clear Idea Of Anything At All if it's declared
a Metaphor.      But you get the gist...

Pull levers, monster shovel Scoops-Puts.  Paid man
seeing finger dabs of gruel, child's mouth.       ~~~~
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“Spiritual Liberation Moment”

Honestly, this is my

  -{* Huge *}-  Spiritual Liberation Moment

in Elementary School First Grade...
I was there...

The ridiculous issue between Me
and Teacher
was ridiculous,
and my appeal had just then been rejected
out of hand.

What is this stupid poo poo?

I thought,
flinging the dimensionally enhanced,
   - yes dimensionally enhanced – correct
and yet even then rejected paper,
and even just now rejected again,

by this unseeing stubborn Improperly Hired, person,
a little newsprint workbook,

Flinging it and my very soft
lead pencil
onto my little wooden desk
and sitting down.

I checked out of most everything
Engulfing Culture from then on,
Right then and there.

!!! First Grade Arise !!!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Spiritual Liberation Moment #2”

A stack of bed-springs.
A stack of them, old wire coil bed-springs
metallically screeching and squealing like bouncing.

This one is, for one thing,
a deep flashing-flame color vivid cinematic image,
of moving shadows thru a fence,
Hollywood horror films love this, but here,
in night of a fire-lit dense human neighborhood,
right there behind a tall wooden open-slat fence,

Near the junkyard.
Me alone car's back seat outside shack-yard fence,
Me alone cranked down the car's window to breathe,
and smell and taste and watch and see,

That besides the soundtrack
which this vivid liberation memory has
of children's squealing chuckling laughter.

Children's voices higher or lower,
seem of several ages including mine.

A stack of bed-springs.
A stack of them, bed-size wire coil bed-springs,
old wire coil bed-springs!!
Astonishing!!
Think about it, I thought...

Near the junkyard old wire coil bed-springs,
of course, but...

What Excellent Adult, what neighborhood,
would make that fun and safe for kids???

Making it all-ways safe, obviously
the tuff willing strong-arm labor
of What-The-Fik,
of thick gloves and big pliers and snips,
and perforated hands and torn arms,
resembling I had done for chancy fun,

Done toy scale in our garage,
just so I knew, toys and things of shirt-hanger wire.

But a 8 or 10-high stack bed-size bed-springs
over several days?  I thought.
Not Safe and Decent in my neighborhood.

What adult would do that kind of hours for kids??

I'm waiting for this car's driver,
an unliked neighbor down the suburban block
from our house,
together with the fellow's son, an unliked playmate,
whom I was for some ungdly reason,
keeping company with that night,
Three suburban neighbors.

Because this neighborhood looks great!
But it is too far and too late for me
to pull the handle, slam the door,
ask directions to the freeway,
and stride in its shadow across home town.

Me like an azzle fik waiting
for my fellow Male Whites to return from
their Yultide visit to the family shack there
Behind the open-slat board fence,
Near municipal dump,
Houston,  Petro Imperial Capital, the West South.

They are delivering a box of
Christmas canned goods, and Church tracts.
Score another spiritual liberation moment for me.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“American Utopia - Broadway Show Review”

THIS IS WHAT IS GOING HERE...
This might be written later today.... !!!
“American Utopia - Broadway Show Review” ...

I have not gone to NYC and viewed this Broadway
Show, but I have watched Democracy Now's
Special Coverage of it,

I have watched Friday's DN. show's
extended special coverage of genius activist
NYC musical offering Loud Joyful Hope
as natural medicine antidote.

For climate grief and all the subsidiary hopeless 
griefs pro-sanity activists confront today.

Ye gds, those stage dance video clips look GREAT!

Loud joyful hope as antidote for climate grief ??
Includes 45 minute interview with creator Artist !!

DEMOCRACY NOW versus CLIMATE GRIEF !!

Not totally a knockout punch but a real rave show.

My full enthusiastic reaction
will probably be typed in here later.

Democracy Now!
  – America's Very Best Daily Newscast !!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Slogging Thru”
{- historical memoir -}

Our moment was the famous Athens barber shop.

The lone survivor of a missing merchant vessel
stumbles in,
the barber knows him,

Begs the barber clean his ragged tick infested
lousy hair and beard for old time's sake,
his stinking armpits and rotten pubes.

Enslaved by Sicilian pirates
who had took the merchant ship,
he's straggled home at last.
                                                Our nation's moment
                             was that moment or the very next.

This dockyard barber shop,
this beaten sailor barely living hobbles in,
leaning on some helpful lads
encountered by the way.

Patrons' horrified astonishment ...

All demand demand demand demand
to hear.  A poison fountain, horrified astonishment,
welling up profusely.

And we youth, our own nation's moment
was that moment or the next, the very next,
out in the Athens dockyard churning streets.

Mob crowding in to hear
      repeated
      and repeated more,
enthusiastic frantic shouting rushing every corner,

Mob rushing growing chanting shouts.
And its frantically triumphant cry for war.

A thousand keels are laid that month in Athens.
Forty thousand killed Athenians by next year's end.

       We young mourning standing
       in our nation's morning like
       the frantic Athens morning
       of the rushing dockyard streets.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

                      Absence Makes The Heart
                                Grow Fonder

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Mating Flight Of Small Brown Moths”
{- future fiction -}

-( Official Notice begins )-

Ones community bulletin board advise
I saw today this to be official report so
I am talking this in box good showed me
use. I saw these butterflies, a lot of them.

Dancing in the air, twirling round and round 
BEAUTY makes the sunlight shady winking
to their wings hush birdsong really, round big
bushes in woods edge there, little brown ones,
a lot of  them.

All below the big tree tops.
Not eating from the bushes

I could see, so maybe THEY was mating!!!

LIFE!!!

I am painter of the domes.
-( Official Notice ends )-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“Sethian Navigation Primer”
(- future fiction -)

It is Page 5, the first page still there, and torn.
There is no one here but you.  You have a lantern.

I would say…
If you and I, Dear Reader, decided to explore
the Rudiments of Celestial Navigation, how
we might start out well toward good success?

And you would say…  Dear Writer,
perhaps I know that question's answer,
know it by the ways I've got thru life myself,
and still alive, and sometimes found success.

So I would certainly ask... Dear Reader…
What then is a thing that we should do,
to open up for you a nice small starting
Beggars Door of proper...

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION ??

And you would answer with great truth…
I guess we must IMAGINE SOMETHING.

So me, being quick…
Well then, Dear Reader...
my advice surely what let's do...

Let's imagine two points.  Two points.
Of a certain COLOR, SOUND and SHAPE,
for let's imagine them to be...
Continuum Coordinate Points.

So there we have begun, indeed,
with fundamentals already all done.

But what are those anyway,
Continuum Coordinate Points?, you'll say.
Please shall we do a little more?

And me un-answering, certainly you will add…
Yes please please please some more...What are  
Continuum Coordinate Points?

So me then…
That's easily done, for those are hyper-LINKS
thru SPACE and TIME with LABELS, and...

Our lessons over, time for lunch,
so Thank You very much! for that nice
sweet potato pie I see there in your basket.

Continuum Coordinate Points!!
  …You'll yelp…
Hyperlinks through space and time!!
   …You'll shout…
With labels!!

No!!!, you'll say,
You have not told stitch yet!!
You'll earn my lunch or do without.

So turn the page…
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“A Roughly Tended Woods”

This year I was old and it was rainy,
so I celebrated Earth Day after the sun came out,
alone and one day late,

In the 90 acre woodland of our
bucolic small old Massachusetts town.

I chose the most convenient spot to walk,
not the big tangled berry thicket
in the tall trees out behind our house.

Instead, I took the car out
to a corner of the woods just down our road,
which was the Boston / New York
postal rider's trail 250 years ago,

But now leads past our neighbors' modest houses
and the Polish cemetery.

Just then there comes an inconspicuous sign
in a little spot where you...

Pull off sharply down the roadway's bank,
then brake and park and stop the engine.

It is a roughly tended 90 acre woods, challenging
or even dangerous for a geezer who's gone
wobbly around the knees from a winter's
close confinement.

Even here, in a corner of it
designated for the public to go hiking,
the trails appear to be simply dragged out
by a tractor now and then.

These trails are wide but rocky where not mud.

They give you curious ways to stride,
first down to a big broad green algae pond
utterly alive with darting insects and
rotting trees fallen in.

Then round about to the surrounding low ridges
of sunlit pale ghostly gray boulder field,
glacial moraine, a skeletal form
whereon the trees and shrubberies grow thin.

I have come to love this
beautiful and puzzling place.

Global warming drives me mad with sorrow.
Here there is a plague of ticks.
                                               {- con't next page -}
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My habit of this lifetime is to urge parents' children 
out toward Nature, done that countless times.

Now it feels the outdoors has betrayed
my loving trust.

Further north, up in New Hampshire
where we go visiting sweet friends often,
there the ticks are killing moose
  - Yes even great moose -
the huge wild cattle in their woods.

Winters were waves of frigid searing cold
that killed the bloodsucking bugs in hibernation.

Now with worldwide climate change
winters have become just seasons of cool,
wet heavy snow.

New Hampshire now, moose with ticks thick as fur 
stumble from the woods and die.
There are not so many ticks as that with us here,
but quite bad enough to worry.

Their bite can bring disease, disease of painful 
agony that stays for years.

Last week we found one on our daughter's kitchen 
table, brought in on a human's shoe I guess,
climbed up and scampering on kitchen table.

Scampering across like a tiny spider till
I crushed it,  there with
Daughter's little children in adult laps right there.

I feel the outdoors has betrayed my trust.

I have prayed and dreamed on this before.
Right now it's night but in the morning
I expect to drum and sing and

Read the cards then write.
If I were smoking ganja in these days,
I'd take a pipe out to our backyard shed and
drum there.

I cannot say some other god besides my god
is doing this, pretend some other god has
interposed itself between my god and I.

Nor do I see sufficient cause for blame in my self.

Back at the car below the road, an hour gone,
I inspect my strong old walking stick very carefully 
for ticks and laid it in the boot.

Then all the rest was checked: my scalp and ears,
my clothing, arms, legs, shoes.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"Retiring Soldier Washes Up"
{- a home movie in a barracks -}

Big old naked hairy Retiring Soldier,
big old naked naked man,

Lots of muscle in a kind of workman way,
and practical use of body fat, smiling,
his male genitals of normal size however,

And I noticed the one leg
is slightly withered too.

With his canvas hygiene kit hooked
on the business end of shower brush
brandishing them at you,
you behind your camera.

But from the big friendly smile,
evidently the brushy challenge
is your friendship greeting salute.

Adroitly brandishing his kit and brush
at you in a meaty tattooed fist. Smiling.

You are forced to step back.

Big old hearty strong good humored man,
having a very very very good day.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“News Just Released By Court Order”

The USA. sadist  sadist  racist  racist  sadistic
racist  imperial  criminal crime  obscenely foul,

        DELIBERATELY POINTLESS
and  DELIBERATELY ARBITRAY
mere display of    MAXIMUM-BUDGET
                            TOTAL LAYING-WASTE,
A murderous spendthrift lummox dreaming that 
an utter proof of its reckless stupidity will convince
any GOOKS at all to obey and stop making trouble,

In other words a typical USA. war profiteer war,
the surging spigot teat for war-toy Billionaires.

The current hot war, not Iraq catastrophe next door, 
not Vietnam Korea Philippines Wounded Knee Trail 
of Tears countless USA. racist obscenities neither.

America's miserably constantly pointlessly failed 
Idiot's Parade thru every AFGHANISTAN morgue,
we're speaking of that one now.

A secret-inside-government big self-audit report,
sued for by news reporters for years, has just
revealed this one to be exactly like the others !!!
As everyone knew from its very start !!!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“Old Story”

Step and and step, to downstage center front.
Well known human gesture of' the rising opening
hands and arms.
Torso shifts.
Step aboard the rising rhythm of the words
rising thru a spindle in the bottom of your chest.
Kundalini's what it is.

Open mouth.

Old Stonehenge folk, that's where I'm from
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FOOTNOTE  Possibly Discuss...

My immediate idea, reading that poem aloud,
is that it means you've got to be who you are
if you need to tell a good story well, to be
both substantially true and morally true,

and convincing
to friends and enemies.
In the moment when and where you tell it.

And you're an activist, your life might depend on
doing that.  Who knows?
So, aspiring Leftist artist, who are you?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Energy Work With Cats”

My good friend “Mr. Cat” and I are practicing
energy therapy on each other day and night.
It's not illegal.  It's a wonderful thing and
inexpensive.
I mean the traditional laying-on-of-hands.

My friend has asthma and I'm an arthritic.
I'm arthritic in ways typical to humans.
He came back 
from the brink of death with asthma.

Both respond well to energy work.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Public Notice: Purported Druid Of Local Chapter”

I'm an Elder with the New England Pagans, and 
further a proper member of America's most popular
Druid Fellowship Club.    And this happened...

Our local DSA chapter, in membership expansion 
bid, called a public meeting.  I went. Great meeting, 
Very impressive. very promising, chucked money in 
the hat to make my new local membership official.

So we have a Druidry resource.
      (signed)  Purported Druid Of Local Chapter
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Television Series Review – The Orville”

Discovered this recently, Dear Wife and I,
delightedly binged on two seasons,
and finally now I realize
how and why this

   STYLISH NEW    STAR TREK CLONE
is...        SO  FREAKISHLY  HIP.
Finally understood it last night.
They have Passenger-Ship uniforms!

So I put 2 and 2 and began to notice every
down-on-the-planetary-surface ray-gun shoot-
'em-up hand-to-hand scenes, among huts of a
hidden planetary refugee settlement, blaster rays,

and for the melee the director throws in every big
rubber head they have of the two opposing species,
and in these scenes, in the Orville universe,
all of the combatants, all species,

seem to have their Blaster Guns on ONLY-STUN
just as a matter of commonsense,
apparently.  I think the guy with the Red Passenger-
Ship uniform and beard actually
said that one time.

And in the Ship-Command-Conference room
(Emergency!  Emergency!)
onboard Orville runs exactly like a
Democratic Socialists Of America Local meeting,
runs just like that.  Everyone knows the polite rules
and the standard outline.  Freakishly Hip.

They had a Salute to Dolly Parton tribute plot-line in
one, Dolly song quoted by wonderful interplanetary 
Harriet Tubman character, somehow all in good 
taste, extremely good costume enhancing and
illustrating feature character, written like a novel.

And the pictures, flashes of Metropolis magically
appear, supposedly just coincidental of tonight's
plot.  You gotta keep eye out or miss so much.

Clearly,
now I'm speaking to Joseph Campbell,
“The Orville” is a hero drama replete with heroes.

Somehow maybe, not in some ways but in others,
this Star Trek freakout TV show
is an Anarchist training film for the Good New Age.
I don't know.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“Knocking On The Door”

Hopeful student deeply seeking art or wisdom
knocking on the door,
knock and ask three times, classical Hellenistic
idea known and quoted thruout the “Classical
Occult” or “Western Mystery Tradition” as
the Native Myths of Europe are variously
known in different lands.

Beautiful concept and image.  Ancient.
Hopeful student for art or wisdom must
knock three times and ask, ignored unencouraged
till the Entry Door opens for you and there's
either light or dark or something else inside.
And that's your art or wisdom.

And good luck with it.  Try and get in contact
with your Muse.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Picture Story” 
   a memoir of beginnings

It was Boston long ago, back when that was a
home front of the war in Viet Nam. I was a young 
ex-soldier, poor, doing some political action work, 
not yet doing art.

One day I chanced to see a photograph exhibit,
all one artist, all black and white
but quite an opposite to Mathew Bradey,

small exquisite stuff,
in a very sunny space
at the Boston Public Library, and one of those
pictures really caught me.

I called her up.
Why not? Her phone number was put out there for
the public to see, which included me, and it was
local. Her female housemate or friend or lover 
answered and

I politely asked for her.
Because that picture clearly showed,
at least to me, an ideal I had been clinging to
for a while.

She came on and I politely asked if it was possible
to buy a print of that specific one.
She hesitated but then – quite reluctantly
and largely out of curiosity, to judge her voice
– gave the address    and said to come over.

It was a subway ride across the river.

The apartment was about like mine,
as you might imagine.  Old sofa, old chairs
in a dingy old Victorian parlor.

And it was an awkward conversation.
How to ask me who on Earth I was?
She soon got to it though,

explained her situation briefly, politely let me 
understand that
she ordinarily sold professionally to publications.

I responded quite sincerely with the simple truth:
I'd seen the show and that one had struck me
and the reason why it had,
me an ex-soldier.

And besides, I was putting up some pictures
(in my old dingy apartment with old furniture
and with my friend or housemate or lover)
and that one was a picture I would like
my home to have.

She thought.

She asked me if I hung around the artist scene,
of which I hadn't thought before
and so I mainly shrugged.

She tried to think of more to say or ask but finally 
nodded, still rather dubious,
undoubtedly for several nonspecific reasons,
and

disappeared into the cellar stairway door.

Her friend or lover or housemate poured some
tea but not some conversation.

She came back up, switching off the stairway light 
bulb by its string,

waving the new print in the air to finish drying it,

slipped it in an inexpensive paper mat and

charged me less than the cost of materials.

And that was my admission to the art world.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Discovery Of The Human Soul”

When you confront Reality
with your whole being,
your work becomes mysticism
and your life becomes myth.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“A Name”

There is a name I don't recall, a name I do not
deserve to think or say.  A dead colleague.

I was a Concentration Camp Guard, ocean of 
conscripted men, military specialty called
Basic Training Corporal, US. War.

March countless new men from train or buses to
Hell's Mouth, the warehouse of army clothes and
boots with bullet holes sewn shut in some coats.

Training film:  Shut them up by same-same joke
and give same little speech.  Smile in their faces,
nod, solicitous, to ease my terror of their pain.

Unknown number of my soldiers went from there,
from me, to Death.  Even marched them there with
sprightly step for final taste of joy that I could give.

There is a name I don't recall, a name my lips do not
deserve to say.  Colleague, friend, my only friend,
I did not somehow Stop The War in time, even fed
The Beast from own hands so later you would die.

Blue sky above the hill I drive up coming from the
woods, rain clouds threatened pre-dawn gone.  This
scene, different place I am recalling three years later.

Cold War Zone, sunup, summer.  Ambulance a tiny 
canvas tent with 4-wheel drive, Medical Platoon.
Our guys we serve are Foot, little blip in Tank Army
power-training, in high hills of rocky mud.

Emerging from dark tree line, where's my partner?
(Distant explosions from artillery firing range.)
Me squinting thru dirty windshield.  There!
Following our bunch afoot that's over there!

I stretch my arm above the roof to wave, he waves.
In winters, oh it's cold.

By summer's end you're gone, my friend, ordered
off to Hot War Zone, to Vietnam,

by bloated Pentagon I fed on others' blood.
Two months more, we heard you're dead
among the helicopters.

I went insane.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Testament #1”     I Want To Leave This World
                            !! =>>*A SUCCESS*<<== !!
successful in some sense i'm
willing to settle for at the time.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Trash Can Duet”

“Neighborhood man, trash can,
cans to the curb today, soldier-straight why?
pressed back into the shrubbery so not run over
by school bus, poor chap, get by quickly.

Waves!!!!  Wave Back!!!!  whoooosh.   old.”

“Hey, A School Bus!  What kind?  What exactly is
the sign painted on the side, how is the seating for
the driver, what can I see, are like these automobile
controls or good proper truck.
Ah!  I can see the driver's face!

HEY LADY!!! ”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Odysseus In The Underworld”

I was a Spirit Medium by force, by utter demanding
force of circumstances, where I was, and of course
the Cultural Revolution movement we had
undertaken amidst Fascist Culture, finally
advertised myself as eager
to take on Members for a new small in-person
organization, in-person of few nearby folks, in
large part reading group, think each other friends,
my wife and I to lead at first,
as long as you care to pursue, pursuing
Claims and Hopes and High Ideals
of Cultural Revolution Movement we were in,
And one of them brought in innocent
virtuous circumstance needing, definitely needing,
and enabling me, to be a Spirit Medium.

Good Member calls the house and brings a friend in
for Tarot, my art specialty, Wife and I tidied up the 
parlor, they knock, they're here.  Look like come
direct from a weeping chat in someone's kitchen.

So very soon, refusing tea, coffee, seltzer and
biscuits, of course the card table's set tidying for
such appointments so everyone's already sitting
down, our guest's tears burst open again.

Good Member, good human being, explains.
Auto accident.  Brings from purse driver's
license of a person, puts it in my hand.

And you understand in all this I have noticed
      A GHOST seated to my left, our little room but
      not our table, appears seated different reality.
      Ghost looks sad too but also at me smiling.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“Hard And Easy Science #1”

Don't trust Scientific Findings, not the findings,
as far as you can throw them.  As you must surely 
know by now, however naively-informed you are,

you're just reading someone's propaganda
there in the “Scientific Findings” and I'll give you 
that information for free,  so NO.  Instead...
      Pick a Beautiful Theory.
      Beautiful Guiding Light.

Maybe you could use some philosophical help 
adjusting to this concept of your own freedom in 
science, then Oprah's philosophers, as a group, if 
you need that conceptual or spiritual help adjusting 
to your legitimate freedom to be an amateur scientist
and amateur philosopher of science.

It's like, you're free to play Chess,
but a little harder.

So, in a totally inadequate analogy...
Just like picking a Chess Game Strategy
for understanding actually everything around you,
pick your Beautiful Guiding-Light Science Theory.
Totally inadequate analogy, but you get the picture.

Want a laughable example?  Well, in a moment.
First, a serious premise...  Today most any comrade
in our DSA Party would agree to... 

Capitalism, as we have it, and Money Itself in fact, 
tell awful wretched horrid lies, mischaracterizing 
this...  Darwinisticly-Evolved Human Nature.
And so that's a DSA science theory.

What's laughable?  Not that, this...
Horrendous “Wealth Of Nations” science book 
maybe 243 years ago, scientific crap book called 
“Wealth Of Nations”.  Later hailed by boxing critics
as a hard jab at Darwinism,

the Fascist, who will not be named, who wrote this
“Wealth Of Nations” book claimed to know, to 
know for sure, that human nature is a vast multi-
dimensional Empty Spreadsheet,

human nature a huge array of empty cells waiting
to be filled by the external gets and puts of culture.
Our Life a horrendous horrid wasteland, prison,
supposedly, of everything around us,

and You Painfully Conscious in it.
This “science” book called “Wealth Of Nations” not
long ago, for some years until solipsistic algorithms 
of the spreadsheet were unmasked,

Could laugh off of the stage, yes, tho never actually 
a popular book at all, was a long time when “Wealth
Of Nations” laughed off of every American College 
Science Debate stage, a large fact.

Could laugh off as supposedly laughably ridiculous,
the whole REVOLUTIONARY FACT of
Nature-Evolved Human Mind.

So there you go, don't trust “Scientific Findings”.
Strive for Beautiful Guiding-Light Science Theory
instead.  That's Old Engineer's advice.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Luxury Field Ambulance”
The M-Z180 Luxury Field Ambulance, ah yes,
official US. Army designation of
a tiny canvas tent with 4-wheel drive, especially
if serving in a Tank Army, was a rarity even back then,
when I served.  It's an apt description tho.
Had some luxury.

Except the WW2 helmet, we had no body armor,
understand.  In Winter you can stuff rags and straw
into your body armor, if got.  Was Central Germany
north of The Alps.  Hey, The Cold War was cold.

And I toured in Central Korea too.  But in Germany
Our Luxury Field Ambulances!  A rarity even then.

Hey, think of a Combat Entertainment Movie,
civilian enthusiast type, Europe Inland WW2 Look!
Numerous small tanks size of a large covered football-
pitch lawn-mower, beer adverts you've
seen them mowing back and forth,

small US. Army Tanks exactly that size, numerously
crawling over very same lumpy hummocked bushy 
grassy rocky landscape as ours.  Except in our time
the monsters had grown enormously larger.

And Look!  Very light Foot Battalion!  Skirmishers, 
poor fing bstrds, only-rifle!!! only-helmet!!!  And still 
approximately single-shot rifles.  Foot broken up 
dispersed between the Little or Huge Tanks,

Skirmishers like a football word.  Shoot down bstrd
crawls atop your tank from hiding,   any dmn thing 
moves, assault it,   cuddle up to any Gd Dmn tank no 
matter how monster moves, if fired upon.

Guys we served, they trained for that, forecast of
evil horde from east, us their ice-and-mud home health
aides.  And well, the old Tiny Tent With 4-Wheel 
Drive had luxury, some, Air-Flo Control.

Transcript 1:17am, minus 43 degrees, 2-horse engine 
idle throttle up for indectable heat. Got 4 stretchers 15 
guys shoved into.  Front seat transcript...  ZIP UP THE
FING BACK FLAP!!  Dmn!!  Sht!!    ~~~~~~~~~~~~
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“Three Teachers' Names”

Here's a riddle:  Tell me who three teachers are.

Teacher 1, T.1, a great anti-Nazi intellectual,
a physician, and a person of high-mountain 
Switzerland Republic,
altho gray head and growing old by then,

and surrounded by an ocean of Nazis,

Stood to proper duty as an Army Doctor in the
Nazi Empire War.

Near the Front.

Among some of their thin Swiss regiments
in their small powerful small-unit fortresses 
commanding all the highest heights of every pass
into their
Neutral Switzerland Republic.

Surrounded by an ocean of Nazis, but old by then,
imagine him. Imagine T.1 there taking off his
glasses in doorway's glare
for a moment please, some Sunup or Sundown 
parapet moment on a mountain peak.

Maybe...

Thinks Life's Work has found him here.
Thinks free hour so resort to larger thoughts,
a salve for parted lover.

Steps out on parapet of small Regimental HQ castle 
ruling tiny castles all around,
Medical Office.

Astonishing Mountain-Solar moment of some kind

utterly overwhelms,
He's at old-age threshold also,
our good Dr. T.1, so eyes open both out and in,
and finally he can take a clear look at Ideals,
as he has been wishing to for a long while.

Ideals, to him, was a far advanced concept by then,
a radical humane trust
begun in Doctoral Thesis,
he might well think of this bit stepping into the Sun,

for certainly his doctoral dissertation
firmly began
his Beautiful Guiding-Light Science Theory,

A venture into the largest most intriguing questions,
those surrounding the Human point and purpose of 
Undying Soul
 - as discovered by Human souls,
a mystic sanity project, a science project.

Then made a career of
    anti-authoritarian psychiatry.
Knows Madness often is Exquisite Journey.

There he stands, behind him a thin sane place of
peaks and green high valleys.
Yet north to Arctic
And south across Near East, clear to South Africa, 
There is a murder-insanity journey.

And he a good doctor at his theory.
Some pips and chits and hints of Exquisite Journey,
already quick to mind, suddenly leap to life, sing.
Suddenly it sings!!!
But why?  What force of life?  What demanding?

We are only sure the vision showed an Open Path.

I identify myself with Teacher 1 a lot,
tho why seems like an open question, for
contrary-wise identify with Wild Odysseus too,
who had a poet call him Cleverest Man, not wisest.
I've had muses lead me to discoveries,
a common thing.  May we guess old T.1 at that solar
moment, tho he had learned the Ancient Greeks like 
any nice placid educated youth,
What if he found that wild old sea captain
to guide him in really really deep?
Uncharted Depths?
Soul Truth Scouting, a soldier phrase.
But please note...

All us eager scholars now debate the meaning of
his Red Book which famously charts and illustrates 
the Path he found, hand painted, hand lettered, and 
fine binding.  And what's it mean?

I find this poetry, these beats, in Shakespeare's
plays, as if ye be a Shakespeare fan ye may have
noticed, augmented with the hip-hop beat
       and computers,      and many years later.
             And still no notion how...

to convey the dense Block of Occult Mystery
surrounding
  old T.1's Post-War Last Years' work,
  hosting strangely-themed small conferences,
  taking only earnest patients who yearn to Teach.

Hiding in his Magic Garden with a
   Tree beside   a Sparkling Lake.  Contemplating,
   working on the Red Book.
Later...
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T.3 came to this Path, this Good Red Magic Path,
if I may have permission for that turn of phrase,
8 years after T.1's Loci Soul assumed its deep 
commanding place in Magic Garden soil.

This way of braving thru, this exquisite journey,
this walk of sanity, reached T.3 thru one of those 
habitues of those strange-themed small conferences,

a copiously encyclopedic prolific philosopher of
whole Human world's life ways, our Teacher 2.
Brilliant arcane books stocking T.3's bookcase.

In our anti-Fascist Cultural Revolution movement,
me offering as a teacher, found I could mine and
convey Mystical Sanity spiritual exercises
from numerous of T.2's book chapters
directly to our people.

Teachers 1 and 2 have famous names,  Karl Jung 
and Joseph Campbell.  I do thank you very much.
Then Teacher 3 is me.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Radical Soul”

What a radical political act it is
to really think, to really think, there is no death!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Impressions Of A Good Divination Session”

Ordinary chat,
  third cousin over coffee or
    a stranger on a train, if chatting
     and person tells you real-life troubles,
any chat has vivid thoughts and honesty,

you may reach quite high levels of
heart-sympathy.
Real divination happens there.

But suppose you’ve got only just the same few
fleeting minutes as a simple hair cut, or
a nice nail polish, no more minutes than that.

Furthermore: Pretend you claim to be “professional”
at this, even claim you    help people   by doing this.
Well so now you’re stuck.

You need a nice card deck or such to crawl into.
Good thing you’ve had some practice.

Quantum Information Theory, part of Quantum 
Physics, in this chat of honest vivid thought and 
longing, probably explains...

Why your eye and hand...
    fall on exactly the right cards
    in good divination reading,
      but the scientific understanding is poor.
On the other hand,
We surely know what good divination
    feels like, for we’ve been doing it
    doubtless thru all human history.
Cards, pebbles, bones,
voice of wind,   flight of birds, etc.,
it feels Divine.
Apparently it really is,
        that broad plain of high heart-sympathy,
    a divine realm, or really
    maybe is the kind of place
    humans call   “Divine”
for it looks boundless and you feel purified 
somehow, focused, by your honesty to find
and say the truth.

Plus you’re made courageous by the work.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“It Is Better To Love And Hope”
It is better to love and hope for beauty,
than to fear what is unknown,
so feel must hope for life after death.
For the wise all know, time is not real.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“Poems For The Future - Synopsis”

Epic novelist and WW1 veteran JRR. Tolkien said:
     “Verse is among the arts of Consciousness.”
But note:  Unlike that author this is short-form.
In these hard times requiring
free humane thinking on all the fundamentals:
For that we are reviving the Ancient Art of
the political-philosophical popular-poetry
One-Sheet Printed Handbill.
Want a good think on capitalist lies, etc. etc.
and you can fold it in your shirt pocket
plus your keys and chewing gum?
This is all short-form, and great to view on-screen,
and cheap to print, and free to download,
with everything spun and gathered in
simple columns
on themed individual grayscale
front-and-back letter-size sheets.
Democratic?  Socialist?  American?  Activist?
Well, yeah.                 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Brother Chris,

I feel like this idea has burst into existence pretty 
abruptly, since day before yesterday, but I thank you
very much for bringing me here, dear brother.

May I have 9 minutes?  I'll try to talk for exactly 9 
minutes, if I may.  This is an acquired skill of good 
speakers, but I may be rusty at it.

I haven't been speaking much lately, I've been 
writing poems.

First, this idea has developed quickly and there are 
immediately two issues...
~~
One, we need a camera person.  I will surely make 
do as director but I'm not a camera person at all.  If 
we don't have someone for that, we want to line 
them up in time please.  And also someone to do 
simple basic makeup.

My initial thinking is, one day we have discussion 
and practice, thinking of it as a professional art 
coaching session.  Then about a week later a 
recording session with, as I say, me as video 
director.

And we hope the camera person will also attend the 
coaching session, pretending to be a 
cinematographer.
~~
Second, I have not yet seen any details on the 
specific mission.  I've watched some really good 
Bernie Story videos, but what does the National 
Campaign say they want?

What do they have in mind for our purpose and 
goals?  We all need to read The Official Memo and 
The Official Outline.

We can just make that stuff up.  We can.  We can 
just make up an official outline of what is wanted.  
And we can make excellent Bernie Story videos that
are not what the National Campaign wants.

But I'd rather not.  It's like they will be our 
publisher.

Look, I am a long time self-publisher and self-
publishing is tricky.  I just don't see any public 
interest in Bernie Story videos that are
Bootleg Unofficial if they are also Favorable.
~~

But because of that, because I am not well prepared 
yet, tonight let's just cover some basics.

I want to give you something of value right now.  I 
only want to do two things this time...  Cover a few 
of the ground floor basics of good storytelling, and 
also convey my enthusiasm for this effort.

Alright?
~~
Hearing, understanding, and telling stories is an art 
that is very deep in human nature.

In my opinion, Dance, Music, Prayer and Story are 
arts acquired very early in human evolution, and 
acquired for vitally important reasons.

In my opinion Human Nature says...
good Dance is medicine for human bodies,
good Music is medicine for human minds,
good Prayer is medicine for human souls,
and good Story is medicine for human community.

So in that, there's a big Huge Up-Side of this for us!

Essentially, You Already Know How To Do This !!!

Plus!  People know how to be a story audience 
member.  And much more than you might believe,  
they understand what we are trying to say.

Basically all you're going to need is some coaching!
But it's not really that simple.

You need experienced coaching.  Your coach needs 
to help you find three things:

One, courage.  Find your courage.  Stage fright is 
horrible.

Second, you probably need technical art advice, 
experienced pointers.  Help discovering from 
moment to moment what you ought to do while 
you're talking!

Like... When to stop??

Believe me, it's quite embarrassing when you need 
advice on that, on when to stop, because the 
audience will give it to you.  And lots more.
~~
And third, your coach must help you find good 
morals.

Bad TV commercials.  Awful ones.  War propaganda
TV commercials for example.
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When a person is watching the damn thing and they 
are mentally stepping toward condemning the damn 
thing as evil, I think the decisive step is when they 
say it is lying to us.  To Us.

My guess, if a person sees the stinking propaganda 
lie, and sees it's a stinking lie, and they are not 
thinking of anyone but themselves, that person is 
probably more likely to buy a stinking product, and 
buy into paying big for it.

So you need to understand, for this example, that 
Tell The Truth (the very best you can) is Item 
Number 1 of this human art's special moral code.

Story Instinct's special moral code goes on to more.
Like you're supposed to teach, and share news.
And pay special loving attention to children like 
they were your own.

And don't work for the Government or Stinking 
Capitalists.
In my opinion, the whole Human Story Instinct is 
toward building peaceful community.
~~
Like one example I'll indulge in...

The New England legend of the First Thanksgiving, 
imagined racial peace in the early early colony, that 
legend.

For the Euro People later, 19th to 20th Centuries, 
that was supposed to be a Foundational Friendship 
Feast, by their ancestors with the Amerindians.

In important ways the story is false but it has 
genuine virtues too.

In my view, that is a Popular legend birthed and 
carried by the well-wishing of popular culture, but 
in a culture where Amerindians had almost 
vanished.  Okay so far?

Now the Legend of Paul Revere!  Let's contrast the 
two.
In my view, the Legend of Paul Revere was issued 
by the Government.  Enough said.

~~

Now it's almost time for me to shut up.
But I want to jump back and supply a deficiency in 
something I told you!

Experienced practical tips for Your Performance!
Experienced practical helpful hints.
I didn't give enough practical examples.
Just two more!
~~
One:  Feel and establish genuine open sympathy 
with your audience right away first thing.

Like when I was starting this
 – and I started this exactly 8 point-32 minutes ago -
I had a genuine little plight around rusty timing 
skill.  I used that.  I openly shared that with you.

I even genuinely pleaded for your sympathy, by 
claiming to be a poet.  Opened myself up to a stiff 
dose of humiliation.  All because I genuinely wanted
to be friends with you.

And in this art an honest Good-Human kind of thing
like that usually works.  In this art people are 
listening for it.
~~
Now I'll shut up after one more example like that.

When do you stop?  When do you shut your mouth, 
wipe the sweat off your hands, and sit down?  
There's a helpful hint for that.  Plan ahead!

Ahead of time, figure out a point in what you want 
to say.
Your message, what you ought to say, figure that out
in advance.

Now you must do three things.  Many things in the 
human mind are represented by three things.  All 
over the world.  Maybe it's quantum physics?

When you are talking to make a point, for any 
reason, you must do three things.

First, tell the audience what you are going to tell 
them.
Then, tell it to them.
Then finally, tell them what you told them.

Me right now, I believe I have told you everything 
three times sufficiently well,
And I believe I have taken exactly 9 minutes.

So I will now wipe the sweat off my hands and sit 
down.

Thank you.
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